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DEDICATION
This book was written for you, Tracy.  

If not for you giving me a card of appreciation and rose flower in
2007, I would not have been able to write this book for you and
many others to receive and believe that one simple and easy to

learn practice will encourage you to start your exercise routine and
maintain it as a lifestyle for a lifetime. 
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Welcome
Welcome to “Start and Maintain Your

Exercise Routine in Less than 5

Minutes.” This easy-to-read guide

book will change your body and the

way you think about exercise in 7 days.

It will also be the resource that you

turn to time and again for inspiration

that will change your “have to”

perspective into a “want to”

motivation, and give you the energy

needed to not only start your exercise

routine, but also maintain it as a

lifestyle for a lifetime. 

For 30 years I have been in the health and fitness industry teaching, training

and coaching individuals on how to manage their exercise routine.

Year after year it has been made clear to me that the most common and

recurring obstacles that interrupt an exercise routine is lack of time,

motivation and knowledge.

I will help you overcome all three of these obstacles with one proven practice

that takes less than 5 minutes to do, and is for all people, any age, size, or

fitness level.

You do not need to “get ready” for this practice.

You do not need a specific outfit, equipment or extra space to perform this

practice.

You can start this practice where you are, right now, sitting or standing and

get noticeable improvements each and every time. 

Dawn Hall
"Health and Fitness Professional"
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Introduction

Do you lack time, motivation, or knowledge of where to start your exercise
routine?

Do you do better to maintain your exercise routine when held accountable?
Or have you given up on exercise all together because you are too busy with a
never ending “to do” list?

Are you juggling everyone else’s schedule until there is no time left in the day
for yourself? And, if there is time for yourself, is exercise the last thing you
want to do?

Are you tired of starting and restarting different exercise routines in hopes that
it will be the routine that makes it possible for you to maintain lasting results?

Do you think exercise is supposed to be hard and painful to reach your goal?

Would you like to have a simple routine that you can effortlessly maintain long
term and get results without exercising frantically or struggling to reach your
goal?

If you were guaranteed results in as little as 7 days, would you be open to
learning a practice that not only helps you start your routine, but is also
effective at motivating you to maintain your exercise? Even when life situations
and circumstances happen.

With this guide, not only will you learn how to start and maintain your exercise
routine you will also experience how exercise can work for you instead of you
working for it.

I understand starting and maintaining an exercise routine can be challenging
especially when life offers different types of situations and circumstances that
tend to distract from regular routine.



Therefore, I have written this guide for you to see that exercise doesn't have to
be time consuming and can be easily implemented into your weekly routine.  

Exercise is actually quite simple. Exercise is founded on basic fundamentals
and principles that you may not have learned, have forgotten because of daily
distractions or have the misconception of thinking “no pain, no gain.”

I believe everyone has an inner compass directing them from within to their
very own, personal, and effortless exercise routine.  And, by learning one
simple practice in less than 5 minutes, not only will  you start your exercise
routine, but you will also discover a routine that works for you.

The practice I’m going to teach you is easy to learn and helps inspire a quality
routine for both, physical and mental well-being.

The quality of your exercise determines the quality of your health and your
health determines the quality of your life. 

When you are healthy you have energy, you are more vibrant when interacting
with family and friends, and wake up ready to experience your workday, your
co-workers, the drive home, dinner, and entertainment more fully.

With health, all things are possible.
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remedying health issues
improving capabilities due to injury or disability
pushing past plateaus to increase fitness level
naturally finding a balanced weight
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Getting Started

Sometimes, when getting started it can be challenging to keep the momentum
going, especially when deciding on the most effective (quality) exercises to do.

There’s an overload of information that can be found about exercise which can
be confusing, overwhelming and make it challenging  to proceed.

Today, you will not be confused, overwhelmed, or challenged to proceed.

I will teach you a simple and effective way to start your routine that you can
practice in any kind of situation or circumstance.

I have 3 decades of experience helping individuals overcome their challenges,
struggles and frustrations in areas such as:

The individuals I have helped are of all ages, sizes and fitness levels. Once they
started their journey, they realized by starting with one simple exercise it
creates inspiration for a steady pace and motivation to move forward with the
next exercise.



Increased Muscle Tone
Stronger Core
Weight/Inches - Loss/Gain/Redistributed
Less Back/Neck/Shoulder Pain
More Flexibility
Improved Balance
Proper Alignment
Regulated Sleep Patterns
Increased Cardiovascular Endurance
Energy Revived 
Stress Reduced
Decreased Inflammation
Breathing Less Labored
Additional Time in Schedule

Noticeable changes and improvements in the following areas:

Would you like a foundation for your exercise routine that guarantees physical
results even when injury occurs, schedule changes and when age introduces
itself?

In other words, when “life happens” would you like to have confidence and
know that in any situation or circumstance you will be able to maintain your
exercise routine?
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Are you interested in changing your body in 7 days?

Are you open to trying something new?

Are you at a place in life where it's necessary to make exercise a priority in your
life?

Would you prefer to make quality decisions and choices for effective and long-
term results?

If so, turn the page and find out how.
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How to Change Your Body in 7 Days

Just Show Up

For 10 years “life happened” to me in ways I never dreamed possible. From
traumatic family events to the loss of my home, car and career, as well as severe
health complications.

Not only did these events leave my body in a state of crippling distress, but
also, I was overwhelmed mentally, with barely enough strength to make it
through my work day. I couldn’t even fathom the idea of exercising.

Also, I was accepting the fact, that the vibrant body I used to have 10 years ago
had withered into just a shell of what it used to be.

I needed to learn a new way of exercising according to where my body was, and
be sure I could maintain my routine as a lifestyle, even when “life happens.”

To get moving again I had to start for myself, by myself and in my home, one
exercise at a time.

This began with posture. Not only physical posture, but also mental posture.
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A particular way of dealing with or considering something; an
approach or attitude: frame of mind.

A position of a person’s body when sitting or standing: carriage.

Two Types of Posture
Mind and Body

My mind was full of overwhelming thoughts about the past and future, and my
body had deteriorated from lack of movement and sitting for long periods of
time.  I knew I needed to practice quieting my mind so that an inspiration of
"want to" could rise up from within.

Mind Posture
Posture mind quiet for an inspiration of “want to”.

I also needed to strengthen my lower back, core, and spine to prevent injury
and develop long term stamina.  I knew I needed to return to the most basic
practice that supports the entire body and encourages proper physical form for
every type of exercise that I would be perform for the rest of my life.

Body Posture
Posture body proper for strength, prevention and longevity.

The Power of Mind and Body Posture 

Let me help you understand how powerful the combination of mind
and body posture is.

The definition of mind posture is:

The definition of body posture is:
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Proper Body Posture influences healthy decisions.
Proper Body Posture alters hormone levels by decreasing cortisol (stress)
and increasing testosterone (strength).
As your body is, so is your mind. 
As your mind is, so is your body. 

Making Mind and Body Space

Space reduces stress in the mind and body.

Stress is a number one cause of being unhealthy.

Mind space is healthy and allows rest for mental healing.

Body space is healthy and allows blood circulation for physical healing.

Making space is stress reduction for healing followed by strength and balance.

Whatever the posture of your mind, is most likely the posture of your body and
vice versa.

By physically sitting/standing with an upright, aligned motivated body position
your mind will also consider an upright, aligned, motivated approach.

By posturing your mind with an inspired "want to" approach your body will
also consider following with a "want to" position of inspiration. 

Sometimes the mind leads with approach and sometimes the body leads with
position.

Proper Body Posture is for both the Mind and Body
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Making Decisions/Choices

All nerves from the spinal cord ultimately connect to the brain (mind) affecting
energy and decision-making capabilities.

If your spine is not aligned properly, vertebrae rests on your nerves. This opens
“Pain Gates” and sends messages to the brain that the body is uncomfortable,
aggravated and not functioning at it’s optimal level. Therefore, registering as
painful.

Enduring these messages for extended periods of time can become exhausting
for the mind and body. Hence, zapping your energy, decreasing motivation,
and affecting the choices you make.

Pain Gate Factors
Sensory, Cognitive, Emotional

Sensory Factors
Sensory factors, such as injury, inactivity, long-term narcotic use, poor body
mechanics, and poor pacing of activities.

Cognitive Factors
Cognitive factors, such as focusing on chronic pain, having no outside
interests, worrying about the pain, and other unhealthy thoughts.

Emotional Factors
Emotional factors, such as depression, anger, anxiety, stress, frustration,
hopelessness, and helplessness.

Each of these factors require different ways to heal, strengthen and balance to
close the Pain Gates.

.
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The simple and most effective way to start healing, strengthening, and
balancing all three Pain Gates is practicing Proper Body Posture.  

Lengthening and aligning the spine into an upright position relieves pressure
on the nerves and releases the brain from uncomfortable, aggravating and
unhealthy messages of pain.

Proper Body Posture starts the process of closing Pain Gates and overcoming
sensory, cognitive, and emotional factors so that positive, healthy messages can
inspire a “want to” motivation for the ability to make quality decisions/choices
to start your exercise routine and choose which exercises are best according to
where you are right now. 
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Exercise

Two Types of Exercises
Inspiring and Goal Setting

Inspiring Exercises:
Within minutes Inspiring Exercises register in the mind as proficient/expert.
Inspiring Exercises master your entire exercise routine.

Goal Setting Exercises:
Within minutes Goal Setting Exercises register in the mind as success/failure.
Goal Setting Exercises are the peaks and valleys of your exercise routine.

To be either a success or a failure at something is relative to the present
situation or circumstances of your life.

Goal Setting Exercises can be uplifting or downtrodden depending upon the
open Pain Gates. 

When we put Inspiring Exercises at the start of our exercise routine this
registers in the mind as being an expert at knowing how to do something and
our confidence level goes up.

When our confidence level goes up, energy goes up. When energy is up,
motivation is sparked. When motivation is sparked so is the decision to
maintain the exercise routine.



Inspiring Exercises set the core of your body into motion. Your core is your
energy center. The core promotes circulation of blood (oxygen, the breath of
life), for strength, and motivation.

It is necessary to include both types of exercises into your routine, however the
key to maintaining your exercise routine as a lifestyle is deciding which type of
exercise is most effective and will work for you right now.  This will give you
results to last a lifetime.

I teach, train and coach both types of exercises, but for the purpose of this
book, we are going to stay focused on practicing Mind Posture and Proper
Body Posture because, combined they are an Inspiring Exercise and it's the
first practice to start your exercise routine in less than 5 minutes.
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Start and Maintain Your
Exercise Routine in
Less than 5 Minutes

Are you beginning to understand how start and maintain your routine
in less than 5 minutes works?

Now, it’s time to practice your first Inspiring Exercise.  

STEP 1 of 3
JUST SHOW UP
Present Perfect Mind 

Just show up. 

On the following page read Present is Perfect.

Present is Perfect will help to let go of distracting thoughts so your mind can
become quiet to simply be in this present moment.

If your mind is somewhere else, then, “somewhere else” is taking the
inspiration you need to start your exercise routine.

Just show up and practice a present perfect mind. 



 Accept and appreciate where you are right now.  Remember, you

are right where you are supposed to be.

 Be thankful. You already have everything you need. Be patient and

work with what you do have.

 In every situation/circumstance gratitude leads to joy and

contentment.

 Surrender your thoughts, preconceived notions, opinions, agendas

or conditions.  Quiet your mind.  

 Live in this moment.  Life is happening right now, experience it.

 Sometimes there is not a known reason why, move on.

 Plan for tomorrow and remain flexible.

 Have a pure heart, open mind and willing spirit. 

 Remain true to yourself. 

 No regrets.

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Sitting or standing upright, feet hip distance apart and knees facing
forward.
Shoulders pressed down away from ears and chin parallel to the floor.
Chest up (no arch on low back) and inhale.
Engage core and exhale fully.  
Inhale deeply, exhale fully. Inhale deeply, exhale fully etc. and continue
this exercise sitting/standing.

STEP 2 of 3
Proper Body Posture

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Present Perfect Mind - Proper Body Posture is a number one priority exercise
that will inspire a "want to" from within and give you physical energy for
motivation to start and maintain your exercise routine in less than 5 minutes.
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Standing in front of mirror while getting ready for your day
Walking to your car
Sitting in your car
Standing in elevator
Sitting at desk
Working at computer
Walking
Eating lunch
Reading a book
Climbing the stairs
Driving home in traffic
Making dinner
Eating dinner 

Step 3 of 3
Remembering Consistency 

Remembering often to practice consistently. Consistency is the key to
noticeable changes and improvements.

Present Perfect Mind - Proper Body Posture is available all the time, in all
places and every situation or circumstance.

When you remember to practice, bring your mind present and posture your
body properly again.

Repetition is the father of learning.  Eventually, you will automatically posture
your mind present and body properly more often and see noticeable changes
and improvements more often, naturally, habitually.

Too Simple
Does this seem too simple to make a difference in the overall picture of your
exercise routine?

Remember: Your aim is for your exercise routine to be simple, effective, and
maintainable long-term, even when “life happens.”
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Sometimes, it’s a relief to know that starting your exercise routine can be as
simple as practicing Present Perfect Mind - Proper Body Posture in less than 5
minutes to know you are healing the mind and body as well as increasing
physical strength, especially, in the lower back, core, and spine at any time of
the day.

Present Perfect Mind - Proper Body Posture builds a quality foundation for
every type of exercise you will perform for the rest of your life.

Present Perfect Mind - Proper Body Posture prevents injury today, so you can
keep exercising tomorrow, next week, the following week and every week
thereafter.

By aligning your "want to" inspired mind with your body’s aligned spine
(lengthened and upright, nerves separated from the vertebrae), your body
naturally creates space and blood circulation for motivational physical energy
to follow through and exercise more consistently.

Practicing consistently will also attract people who are present, inspired,
upright, aligned, energetic, motivated, strong and confident. This will also help
support your new routine and maintain it as a lifestyle.
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Just Show Up01
Present Perfect Mind 

Proper Body Posture02

Remember Consisistency03

Quiet Mind - Make Space
Present is Perfect 
Inspired “want to” 

Upright Aligned Spine
Close Pain Gates - Make Space 
Physical Energy and Motivation to do the exercises 
Strengthen, Prevent Injury, Proper Form, Longevity  

Repetition is the Father of Learning
Available in all places, situations/circumstances
Continuous changes and improvements 
Simple Effective Maintainable 
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Change Your Body
in 7 Days

Change your body in 7 days by remembering to practice "One Priority". 

This week remember to practice Present Perfect Mind - Proper Body Posture.

By practicing one priority consistently, naturally, you will let go of something
else that is of less priority.

By practicing one priority (Present Perfect Mind - Proper Body Posture) your
mind and body starts closing Pain Gates creating change and improvements. 

Your Body Changes Every Day
Even though you cannot see changes taking place, your body changes every
day at the cellular level.

Be sure that what you are practicing is producing healthy changes in your mind
and body.

Your body was created to self-correct. Present Perfect Mind - Proper Body
Posture is a self-correcting practice that encourages proper alignment for
healthy changes in the mind and body and help close Pain Gate Factors
(Sensory, Cognitive, and Emotional) to promote healing space for strength,
and balance.

You cannot see which parts of your body are changing at the cellular level, but
you can believe that by having a Present Perfect Mind and Proper Body
Posture that Pain Gates are being closed and healthy messages are being sent
to your mind, therefore your body is changing, self-correcting and enabling
quality decisions/choices.
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Inevitably your body changes every time you practice Present Perfect Mind –
Proper Body Posture. 

Inevitably your body changes when you don’t practice Present Perfect Mind -
Proper Body Posture.

Effortlessly Maintain Present Perfect Mind - Proper Body
Posture
Hold yourself present, daily, to maintain Present Perfect Mind - Proper Body
Posture for 7 days. Eventually, you will intuitively remember and it will become
effortless for you to practice.

Each day that you have practiced Present Perfect Mind - Proper Body Posture
put a check mark.

DAY 1
Today is day 1. Below, check day 1. Tomorrow, maintain what you’ve already
started and check day 2 after you have shown up to Present Perfect Mind -
Proper Body Posture.

Today’s Date: ____________________

 
DAY 1 _____ DAY 2 _____ DAY 3 _____

 
DAY 4 _____ DAY 5 _____ DAY 6 _____

 
DAY 7 _____
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Mind Perspective/Clarity
Increased Muscle Tone
Stronger Core
Weight/Inches - Loss/Gain/Redistributed
Less Back/Neck/Shoulder Pain
More Flexibility
Improved Balance
Proper Alignment (Shoulders/Hips parallel)
Regulated Sleep Patterns
Increased Cardiovascular Endurance
Stress Reduced - Inspiration
Energy Revived - Motivation
Decreased Inflammation
Breathing Less Labored
Additional Time in Schedule

DAY 7

Circle the areas that have changed and improved, then answer the questions.

What open Pain Gates did you experience this week? 
(Sensory, Cognitive, Emotional)

_________________

Did you notice any Pain Gates that are usually open, start to close
this week? YES NO

If yes, which one/s?

_______

Did you let go of something this week?

Think back to this week. Did you let go of something? It doesn’t have to
necessarily be related to health and fitness. Is there something you normally do
or think about on a regular basis that you let go of this week?  YES NO

If yes, what did you let go of?
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There is no right or wrong answer if you did or did not let something go this
week. You are simply being aware and making a note of changes and
improvements.

Additional notes about your changes and improvements:
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Conclusion

 
I hope you have experienced a new perspective and clarity to understand and
believe that exercise can be simple to start and maintain in less than 5 minutes.

Starting and maintaining your exercise routine in less than 5 minutes is a new
concept. As with anything new comes a period of adjustment.

Remember, why you were drawn to “Start and Maintain Your Exercise in Less
than 5 Minutes”.

Was “Change Your Body in 7 Days” attractive to you?

Were you interested in being open to something new?

Had you come to a place in time that it was necessary to make exercise a
priority in your life?

Is making quality decisions/choices for effective, long-term results important
to you?

Does maintaining what you have learned from this guide sound good to you?

If so, let's keep the momentum going, and join me for a complimentary
consultation.  I'm available world wide for Personal Training and Fitness
Coaching, virtual, in person and online with DIY resources.

Contact me so we can decide together which exercise (Inspiring or Goal
Setting) is the next best for you according to where you are right now.



www.dawnhallfit.com

D A W N  H A L L
fit

Let's Get Fit Together

Virtual            In Person
Online DIY Resources

 




